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About This Game

Meow Wars is a cat themed card battle game with easy to learn mechanics and charming hand drawn characters. Battle your
way through each challenger to reach Commander Catrat and free Claw Mountain from his iron fisted grip. Each stage

introduces a new cat and card ability in a compelling feline filled story. Challenge your friends to a PVP duel or test your
might against a global audience.

MULTIPLAYER
- Challenge your friends to a PVP card battle!

- Select from a cast of 8 characters and 7 arenas.
- Hone your skills by training against our cat bot AI.

STORY MODE
- Extensive training from Lieutenant Luna prepares you for battle.
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- Meet all the cats in their natural habitat and be entertained with cat pun chatter.

FEATURES
- Simple mechanics that are easy to learn - even for novices to the card battle genre.

- 11 languages, including “Meow Meow” cat chatter. Even your cat can play! ��
- 8 wonderfully hand drawn characters brought to life.

- 8 ability cards that bring excitement to battles, introducing strategy and unpredictability.

Developer Notes
This game is available in the following languages:

English, Spanish, German, French, Russian, Simplified Chinese, Traditional Chinese, Portuguese, Japanese, Korean, Meow
Meow (Cat Chatter)
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Title: Meow Wars: Card Battle
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Taco Truck Games
Publisher:
Taco Truck Games
Release Date: 8 Aug, 2018
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this game is way to hard, even at easy it's hard as hell. the couple first level are ok but then it become insanely difficult. the ai is
flaless every time. it's the kind of game where you have to make exactly the right move or you're done. the frustration was to
much for me.. You're a bunny, one that wrecks. Really all you need.. I have been a long time JA fan ever since the share ware
version before the first one released. Vet. Of JA JA DG JA2 and 1.13 mod. I have seen a ton of dissapointments come and go.
Looking at you flash back and the RTS games. This game though I feel hasn't gotten a fair shake, cash grab or not. It is actually
pretty fun. I went in with low expectations because lets be honest it will take triple A money to pull off a JA2 type game. This
game however takes a few of the old mercs and well lets say makes them old. It is almost like everyone that you can hire should
be on the M.E.R.C. roster. Oh how AIM has fallen. The roster is small but lets be honest with their budget they can't very well
add 60 people to choose from. I question a few of the choices but that is subjective which was one of the cool things about JA.
Everyones experience was different and different people connected with different mercs. *cough Wolf, Ice, and Larry cough
cough* This game though pulls off the campy feel without it being over the top cheesy like those guys at flashback thought the
game was. It has its flaws and bugs but I feel i got my 20 bucks worth.. The included stock is good, but the scenarios! Class 47
hauled virgin carriages on a Strathclyde local, a virgin HST on a circular service via Motherwell. Does whoever writes the
scenarios have any idea about real world train operations?. The game is a lot of fun!! One word of caution, be sure to control
your forwards manually because they have absolutely no comprehension of 'offside.' I easily have twice as many offsides per
game than I do goals (I avg 4 goals/game- about 10 offsides per game.) Other than that, easy to learn- tricky to master.. Joseph
Stalin, Lord of All, has blessed us with this masterpiece of a game straight out of heaven. Best 54 cents I have ever spent.

It's a Doom style Battle Royale game. It incorporates Russian/Slavic memes into everything, and does not take itself seriously.
Meme games are, by default, bad. But this? This is glorious. Extraordinarily funny. Gopniks screaming at you, vodka
everywhere... It's a shame the servers are dead and you are easily killed by wolves. It has enough potential to have a dedicated
playerbase if the developers work on it a bit more.. This game doesn't work, so it's impossible to recommend at any level, after I
had it crash multiple times, I finally managed to get it running, but it wasn't worth the effort, the game doesn't run probably. The
atmosphere is too dark, I understand that's how it should be, but it's way too dark, you can't actually see anything. Overall it's a
mess.. It's alot like bejewled, but with chess moves instead of the usual up and down basic movements in most games. I
recommend this game. Hope this reveiw helped.
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A fun game with a decent amount of replay value (hint: you're probably going to have to go to Hard/Insane for some of the
score/unlock targets) but some major flaws (NO COLORBLIND MODE, WHAT).

Do you like casual games in the Luxor and/or Zuma series? Get on board with this.. As with any early release game, this one has
issues. Steep learning curve, some bugs, clumsy fleet controls, suboptimal graphics, clunky ship designs and turret models, poor
tutorial support, lots of areas of game play that are incomplete. But, remember, its an early-access game. Of the various space-
based indie games of late, this and 'Rebel Galaxy' are the best and well worth buying. Even in its unfinished state it's better than
some of the similar games from large, well-funded operations. It's the small developers that are willing to risk trying new things
if buyers are willing to take a chance on them. It's an investment, and as with any such, you win some you lose some. The
missions are complex, the scale of the game is huge--which accounts for the learning curve. Part of the entertainment value of
such games is the chance to help in development. It's being an alpha or beta tester.. Wouldn't load for me, possibly just my
computer but I'm skeptical.. https://youtu.be/dMoRzMP6Tpg

The additional side activities and features do enough to make the base solitaire experience compelling enough to draw players
through game to game.. right now is very very beta, it needs a lot of work of the developers, but is a good concept.. This game is
addicting and funny as hell! Look out for betrayals, they are the worst!!! I want to compete every quest, like I said....addicting!
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